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Abstract
Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) is a condition in which the natural process

of

taking in or receiving stimuli from your surroundings and body are intemrpted
due to a neurological impairment of normal sensory processing. The ability to

function normally when presented with sensory stimuli is taken for granted by
most. Sensory processing includes five external senses: sight, touch, sound, smell,
taste, and two internal senses: balance and muscle/joint control. Dr. Jean Ayres

who coined the term SPD first pioneered SPD. The existence of SPD and the
classification of the inability to successfully process information as an actual
disorder are contentious. SPD is not clinically recognized a stand-alone diagnosis,
but rather a cofitmon symptom of other diagnoses, such as Autism. As a result, the
occulrences and misunderstandings in relation to SPD are high in frequency. This

qualitative study is a case study, which reveals the chronological events of one
adolescent, Jamie's experience living

with SPD. It describes the effects it

his home life and schooling process, and how occupational therapy (OT)

intervention has helped manage the symptoms of SPD.
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CHAPTER ONE
TNTRODUCTION
Imagine this...in art class, you go to the table and reach for the paint
brushes, you knock them over, you lean down to pick up the paint brushes and on

the way back up you hit your head on the table and the water knocks over, you
then go to grab the paper towels with just a little too much force and now the
paper towels are on the floor; in turn, the class is laughing at you and you are now
seen as class clown. You take on this role

with no real understanding of why. This

occulrence might simply be an accident, but it is also likely that this scenario
played out because there is little to no "awareness of the self." These are the red

flag indicators that should stoke fuither inquiry.
Sensory Processing.,.What Is It?
Every day, we are all continually receiving sensory input from our
surroundings. Sights, sounds, and smells titillate and tantalize us, while tastes and
touches bombard us. For most individuals, these sensory inputs do not impair

either cognition or behavior. For some however, such stimuti present a unique
challenge for the mind and body. According to Kranowitz (2005). sensory
processing is the way of taking in sensory information from our environment and
bodies, and interpreting the infonnatiorr to formulate a purposeful response.
The manner in which these senses are integrated or processed is called
sensory integration, or sensory processing, with integration and processing being
accepted as interchangeable terms. For the purpose of this study, sensory

processing

will

be the preferred terminology.
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To begin the study of this topic, a general knowledge and conlmon

vocabulary must be established. A helpful starting point is the description of the
sensations we are all exposed to; inescapable impulses and energies from our

surrounding environment. The sensory processing fypes that are familiar to most

of us are touch, sound, sight, taste and smell; respectively classified as tactile,
auditory, visual, gustatory and olfactory. In addition, humans receive two internal
sensors from the vestibular and proprioceptive systems. The vestibular sense
relates to movement and balance, while the proprioceptive sense refers to

joint

and muscle sense. Lewandowski (2005) explains that the former provides the

individual with information about where the head and body are in space and in
relation to the earth's surface, while the latter gives the individual information
about where body parts are and what they are doing. Based on findings from

Kranowitz's audio compact disc, Making Sense of

SensorT,

Integration. the

vestibular system also provides and discriminates information such as: am I hot,
am I cold, am I sleepy, am I comfortable in my chair, flffi I sitting up straight, or
am I fallin-e1r Moreover, the proprioceptive system organizes input from muscles
and

jointsl informing us if we are in fact applying the precise amount of muscle

strength,

joint movement, and coordination to accurately perform the task at hand.

According to Lashno (2009):
Sensory processing is a neurological process of our nervous system taking

in information from our various senses (vision, hearing, touch, taste,
stnell, movements, and body position) along with information from the
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environment . . . Information is organized in the brain, which then tells the
body how to appropriately respond to the input. (p. l5)
The ability to function normally when presented

\rith

sensory stimuli is

taken for granted by most. The impairment of normal sensory processing is
sensory processing disorder (SPD). This impairment may produce stressors that

impair the synthesis, memory, and retrieval of information, or result in physical
actions that may be inappropriate or disruptive; intemrpting what one might call

'the flow of life.' Sensory processing is disrupting the flow of life for numerous
people somewhere along the spectrum.

Additional information gained from Kranowitz's CD (n.d.) is that SPD
falls on a continuum. There are low responders and high responders. Low
responders are those who seek sensory input because their natural environment

isn't providing enough. Their sensory system is craving more, constantly seeking
stimulation. High responders, on the other hand, are those who avoid sensory
input because their natural environment is extremely over stimulating. Their
sensory system is on overload, constantly avoiding stimulation.
Sensory processing is a lifelong occurreflce we are constantly

experiencing. Each of us is taking in information from the world around us, what

we see, hear, feel, taste and sn:ell in addition to information received from our
own bodies. As a matter of fact. it is quite common for an average individual to
have SPD to one degree or another, completely unaware of it, compensating along
the way. Think about it, there is always someone chewing on the end of a pen.

tapping his or her foot, or fidgeting with something. Don't forget about that
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particularly clumsy person that frequently bumps into things. Does this person
have some form of SPD? Is their vestibular system abnormal? Is the neurological

wiring offjust enough that functioning is bearable but not optimal?

What Might SPD Look Like During Different Stages of Life?
Beginning at infancy and continuing into adulthood, individuals affected

by SPD to one extent or another, display a showcase of related symptoms. As an
infant, a baby might not be aware of how their body is positioned; they rnay be
fearful of movement because they don't understand clearly how the body is
moving. This might mistakenly look like a colicky baby, or reasons behind an
infant with sleep difficulties, resulting in a misdiagnosed regulatory disorder,
because they're constantly overwhelmed by sensory input. Into toddlerhood, there

may he some skill development deficits or developmental lags. Basic sitting.
standing, walking. and moving through space safely may be underdeveloped or
lagging. You might notice this toddler is bumping into things or falls down a lot;

often breaking toys because of applying too much force or having trouble
manipulating accordingly: commonly minirnized and chalked up as clumsy. A
toddler may be resistant to transitions; getting in and out of the tub for instance.
the shift from hot to cold, the feeling of the water or the friction of a drying tou,el.

Leaving the house may become an issue because there is a chance of going into
an unfamiliar environrnent with overu,helming, high stimulation input.

Childrerr rvill develop and use nrechanisms to compensate for SPD. A
parent or adult may observe that the child engages in head banging or may crawl

into a small, tight space because sometimes there is just too much stimulation
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within the environment and they feel the need to develop coping mechanisms to

"pull themselves back together."
Children with SPD tend to be resistant to engaging in play and may appear
frustrated and avoid activities all together; even shying away from sports. This

could be due to difficulties with motor planning, multi-step directions, or
sequencing; often misinterpreted as defiant or recalcitrant, when truly,

a

physically legitimate explanation is the cause of these serious difficulties.
Symptoms of SPD can and do continue throughout life. As children grow

into adolescents, individuals may experience difficulties with schoolwork, have

illegible handwriting, be unable to participate in recreational activities; they play
with their peers ineffectively; they get lost and do not understand. These rypes of
experiences and situations have a strong likelihood of developing into very poor
self-esteem for folks affected by SPD. ln adolescents and into adulthood. all

of

the deficits and difficulties they are experiencing are emotionally distressing,

a

strong variable in developing anxiety, depression, and phobias. Sometimes

individuals are misdiagnosed because they display a need for constant movement,
very easily and commonly confused with ADHD. Unfortunately, this explains

why SPD and other diagnoses often overlap, provoking a domino effect of
misdiagnosis and inaccurate medication administration. Medications for other
diagnoses can temporarily help or mask sensory integration deficits.

Evaluation for SPD takes on different fonns depending on tire individual
and their presenting issues.

A key question to ask is, 'what is the level of

functioning for this individual in various settings?' Providing sensory input and
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will give

an indication. Also, identifuing

the strengths of an individual and what modalities they use to function within an

environment; how they organize themselves. Furtherrnore, there are standardized
tests used in conjunction with observations to obtain valuable insight. More

information on evaluations and standardized testing is presented in the subsequent
chapter.

Purpose of this Study
One function of this study is to better understand the experiences of
young man living with SPD. Secondarily it

a

will increase awareness of this

disorder and give voice to the children, youth, family members, caregivers, and
teachers who are affected by this disorder. This research

will to add to the body of

work on this evolving topic. The results of my sfudy, the discussions fostered by
this study, the implications of the study, and the conclusions of my study will
provide a means of informing and educating those who know little about this
unique condition, including other educators, students, families and support
professionals.

Another primary function of this thesis is to help prevent these types of
sifuations from occurring for a countless number of others. Furthermore, to
prevent chronic agonies that surface as result of a complicated, under researched,

uffecognized, misunderstood disorder. This research proposes to investigate the
effectiveness of therapeutic interventions on an adolescent with SPD.

In subsequent chapters, you will witness the voice of an adolescent. Jamie,
who has been labeled with a smorgasbord of inaccurate diagnoses. Jarnie has

JAMIE'S STORY
painted a wonderfully detailed picture of himself with his words. He is articulate,

bitterly honest, and incredibly unique.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW
Through this literature review, I will first introduce the individual Dr. Jean
Ayres, who coined the term SPD, and her groundbreaking exposure in
recognizing this disorder. Next, I will discuss the struggle in identifoing and
diagnosing SPD, emphasizing the importance and effectiveness of occupational
therapy (OT) interventions in response to symptoms of SPD. I

will then highlight

the impact that SPD and other disabilities have on the family unit. Finally, the
Iiterature reviewed

will speak to the influence

SPD has on the schooling process.

Dr. Jean Ayres
Once pertinent literature to my study was located,

I discovered the

reoccurring name and several references made to a Dr. Jean Ayres, the pioneer

of

SPD. Dr. Jean Ayres referred to sPD like a "traffic jam" in the brain.
The brain must organize all of these sensations

if a person is to move

and

behave in a productive marlner. The brain locates, sorts, and orders
sensations

- somewhat as a traffic officer directs moving cars. When

sensations

flow in a well-organized or integrated marlner, the brain can use

those sensations to form perceptions, behaviors, and learning. When the

flow of sensations is disorganized,life can be like a rush hour traffic jarn.
(Ayres. 2005, p. 5)
Delvin-a further into literature on SPD, information surfaced about Jean

Ayres and her inquiring discoveries.
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Dr. Ayers was an occupational therapist, with a doctorate in educational
psychology. Following years of treating numerous individuals, she began
to notice that many children shared similar abnormal behaviors in
response to various types of sensory input. She began to correlate that a

critical factor to a child's ongoing development was related to the
integration of all the senses within the brain. (Lashno ,2070, p. l3)
The research Ayres conducted and the findings she exposed have proven

to have an impact on many. Being a developmental theorist, Ayres emphasized
the link befween development and brain functioning. Ayres (2005) mentions that,
"She analyzed children's behavior principally through their development and felt
that the first seven years of life were crucial to the process of organizing the
sensations in the nervous system" (p. 171). These foundational seven years

of

neurological development are greatly influenced by sensory integration, or lack
thereof. Ayres continues with,

If

the brain does a poor

job integrating sensations, this will interfere with

many things in life. There

will

be more effort and

difficulfy, and

less

success and satisfaction. People who sfudy sensory integrative dysfunction

estimate that about 5% to l5% of the children in the United States today
have enough trouble with sensory integration to cause them to be slow
leamers or to have behavior problems. (p.

I7l )

These learning and behavior difficulties have provsn tough to diagnose
and put a name to.

Authors Schaaf and Miller (2005) speak of Dr. Ayres as,
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Guided by her roots in the clinical field of occupational therapy (OT),

Ayres developed the theory of sensory integration to explicate potential
relationships between the neural processes of receiving, modulating, and

integrating sensory input and the resulting output; adaptive behavior. (p.
143)

The existence of SPD, and the classification of the inability to successfully
process information as an actual disorder, is contentious. Smith and Gouze (2004)
suggest that a seemingly insufficient number of studies exist on this subject to

accurately gauge the percentage of the overall population affected by SPD. They
continue by stating that individuals who exhibit

difficulties display

a broad range

".

. . sensory processing

of behaviors that don't fall neatly into a single

category [leading some to contend that] dysfunctional sensory integration is just

a

wastebasket category for what is otherwise inexplicable behavior" (p. 121). Smith
and Gouze went on to say that to
as a

oo.

. . establish dysfunctional sensory integration

scientifically sound diagnosis, researchers would have to agree on their

definitions and terms . . . demonstrate . . . a cluster of observabte behaviors that
can be consistently and reliably identified . * ."

(p. l2l). Their line of reasoning

concluded that these observable behaviors must present significantly different

from the behaviors that classiSi other disorders. In order to be classified with

a

disorder or given a diagnosis, an individual must meet full criteria in the

Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM). Peters and Hendersoil (2008) speak to this
battle of classifrcation by saying,

ll
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From a practical viewpoint, one of the most difficult issues to deal with
relates to the way overlap between conditions is dealt with in

DSM-IV. ...

Thus, when a child presents with a complex set of signs and symptoms
that cannot he subsumed under a single DSM code, or conversely seems to

lie on the fringe of several diagnostic categories, the question of which
category or 'box' to place the child into can be difficult to deal with. (p.
e8)
To begin the process of identifoing SPD, a series of actions need to occur.

"Dr. Ayers began developing tests in the 1950s and 1960s that evolved into a set
of tests now called the Sensory Integration and Praxis Tests, abbreviated as the
SIPT" (Ayres et al., 2a04, p. 58). Smith and Gouze{20a4) remark that one
generally accepted means of SPD identification is the Sensory Integration and
Praxis Test (SIPT), which is

". . . the only standardized battery of tests available

to identifli specific types of sensory integrative dysfunction" (p.

l2l).

The SIPT are designed to measure functions such as how well the child
can perceive and interpret information from the senses that tell them what

they see. what they feel through touch, how their bodies are positioned,
and how they are moving through space. Abilities such as balancing on
one foot, using both hands together, imitating actions, performing a series

of movements, and following verbal directions to complete actions are
also tested. (Ayres et al., 2004, p. 58)

Srnith and Gouze (2004) assert that the SIPT is the only accepted means
measurement and can only be administered in a limited age constrained window.

Atgtburg Colleg€ Ubrery
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While ongoing research may support that position, research also suggests that
neurological development continues into adulthood.
Ayres fuither explains that in addition to standardized tests, other forms of
information gathering such as interviews, observations, and informal checklists
are helpful in providing a truly comprehensive assessment of sensory functioning.

Stagnitti ( 1999) concurs by saying, "Observations overtime, standard and nonstandard assessments, and consultation with parents, teachers, and doctors all aid

in establishing diagnosis" (p. 179).Information taken from Ayres (2005) confirms
that,

At present, there is no way to measure a disorder in the brain

as

it occurs.

A sensory integrative disorder is not like most medical problems.
Chemical imbalances, viral infections. blood irregularities, and tissue
pathologies can be measured in a laboratory.

A

sensory integrative

problem cannot be isolated so easily. (p. 9)

Exclusion of SPD in the Diagnostic Statistical Manual
The fact that SPD is not yet a diagnosis in the DSM only adds to the
barriers around identification. Wallis (2007) informs:
SPD is not listed in medical texts or in the Diagnostic Statistical Manual

(DSM), the Bible of psychiatric disorders. Doctors acknowledge sensory
issues as a comrton feature of autism and a frequent feature of

ADHD but

not as a stand-alone disorder. [National efforts have been organized] . . . to
have SPD added to the next addition of the DSM, the fifth, due out in
2012. Earning a spot in the DSM-V would make it easier for researchers to
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win grants, kids to get accornmodations at school and families to be
reimbursed for a course of freafment . . . (p. 63)
The inability to identifi, an all-consuming, Iife altering, indescribable
reaction that someofle has in response to minute amounts of stimuli, must have
extreme negative impact on those with SPD. Lacking validation for something
that is so real in existence for some, can only wreak havoc on their overall

wellbeing. Recognizing the existence of this disorder as an official medical
diagnosis would be life shifting to a marginal population. DSM's inclusion

of

SPD as a credible diagnosis could have significant impact for many.

A piece of literature from Peter and Henderson (2008) spoke to the pros
and cons of labeling with a diagnosis.

A label can provide

great comfort, as

it did

for Jamie. Rather than feeling as if he was going out of his mind, he discovered
there was a label that did

fit

the confusion. In one example,

"...to

have been

provided with a label that attributed his problems to a cause and stopped him from
continuing to believe that his difficulties were his own fault" (p. 107).

A very high threshold of empirical data

has been set for adding a new

disorder to DSM-V in order to insure that only diagnostically vatid
disorders are added to the system. The types of data that would be required

include 1) evidence that sensory processing disorder describes a condition
that is not adequately covered by an existing DSM-IV disorder; 2)
evidence supporting its diagnostic validiry; 3) evidence supporting its

clinical utility; and 4) evidence supporting that there is a low risk of false
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positive diagnoses that might result if sensory processing were to be
added. (First, 2005)

Interventions for SPD
Intervention management has primarily been placed within the domain of
OT. Wallis (2007) mentions that, "OTs have been treating SPD . . . since 1972,
when A. Jean Ayers, a UCLA psychologist and occupational therapist, published
the first book on the condition" (p. 63). OT's are trained to help those with SPD
sort out the "traffic jam" of which Ayres speaks. Schaaf and Miller (2005)

confirm, "The goal of intervention is to improve the ability to process and
integrate sensory information and to provide a basis for improved independence
and participation in daily life activities, play, and school tasks" (p. la3).

Intervention is gradually gaining the credit it deserves. Schaaf and Miller
(2005) speak to intervention by stating,

It is interesting to note that, although controversy regarding the
effectiveness of OT using a sensory integration approach exists, over 80
studies have been conducted that measure some aspect of the effectiveness

of this approach for intervention. About half of the studies demonstrate
some rype of treatment effectiveness. (p. 1a6)

They go on to inform. "Careful examination of the approxirnately 80
previous studies reveals that irnportant contributions to the study of sensory
processing disorder have been rnade" (p. la7).
Once SPD is identified, one recoffrreuded course of treatment is known
a "sensory diet."

A

sensory diet provides nutrients to the sensory system; a

as
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preventative, proactive measure used to decrease resistant behaviors. This practice
promotes self-regulating behavior, maintaining focus, remaining on task, and
creating a stable, constant level of functioning to the individual's highest

capabilities. "The'diet of sensory information'consists of sffategies that will
enable a child [or adolescent] to regulate his sensory system by either calming it

down or waking it up" (Lashno,, 2010, p. 23). Ideally, the sensory diet is
established early and carried into adulthood. The effrcacy of a sensory diet or any
other method of intervention does not diminish in effectiveness as the individual

with SPD progresses toward adulthood; rather intervention may be introduced at
any time to achieve success in countering the astounding impact of SPD.

As recognition of SPD develops and spreads, Schaaf and Miller (2005)
make indication of its impact,

Although public awareiless and acceptance of OT using a sensory
integrative approach increased, a tension befween the push for services
and empirical science supporting this approach remained.

Until empirical

consensus is reached about the effectiveness of this approach, the practice

will not be widely
consensus

will

accepted by broader scientific conilnunity, and the

be limited to the therapeuric community. (p.

la6)

What is the Impact on the Family System?
One sfudy by Hughes, Valle-Riesffa and Ar-Euelles (2008). was based on
large number of families, in regard to their experience of raising a child with
special needs. One conclusion of this study was,

a
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These families,. ..did share that their level of involvement in their child's

life and schooling was different when compared to for the other children
in terms of it being more intense and difficult, in requiring more of a time
commitment, and their needing to be more aware of the child's needs. (p.
2s3)
The extent of positive or negative impact

will

vary frorn family to family.

Different stress points within the family system experiencing SPD in particular
can include simply siuing down to eat a meal because this may involve holding a

utensil, or may include the taste, smell, or texture of something unbearable;
developing a limited repertoire of what they

will

eat. Bathing and dressing can be

another stress point. Individuals with SPD can be sensitive to touch, temperafure,
and splashing. When one puts 100 percent of themselves into one activity, they

have no energy for anything else. Another stress point within the system can be

family gatherings, birthday parties, or holiday celebrations. These situations are
intolerable for some, simply a sensory overload...no predictability, no routine,
new sounds. new faces, and new expectations; things that may be typically
enjoyable for some families are nightmares for others. Another point

of

contention may involve hugging and cuddling; individuals with SPD want to hug
and cuddle on their own terms. Parents can become frustrated with this, not

understanding why the resistance.

A family member may wear a perfume or

cologne that is ofTensive for someone with SPD, and from that, undesirable
beiraviors may arise.
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Families experiencing the impact of SPD often do not understand
community outings, vacations, and family gatherings to be fun and relaxing but
rather tense and stressful. For the family with a child with SPD the crowds are too
much, the movement is over stimulating, new environments are unfamiliar and

intimidating, the feel of the material on the car seat is intolerable, the sunlight is
too much, and the change in the daily schedule is too overwhelming. These kinds

of things can be perceived as disastrous for those families experiencing life with
SPD.

A study by Cussen, Sciberras, [Jkoumunne,

and Efron (2012), investigated

four domains of family functioning, family quality of life, parent mental health,
parenting styles, parental relationship quality, and their investigation concluded:

lower family quality of life (characterized by their child's behavior
having more emotional impact, time impact and impact on farnily
activities), more parental psychopathology (higher levels of depression,
anxiety and stress), less effective parenting sfyles (more hostile parenting.
and less consistent parenting, parental warmth and inductive reasoning)
and more potential conflict (less support from their partner and a more

argumentative partner relationship) than parents of conffol children. (p.

272)

It is not uncommon that families experience stressful obstacles in search
of effective treafments and resources. Ayres, Erwin, and Mailloux (2004) repofi
that "...when the problem is hard to see or to name and

if it is not commonly

understood, a parent can flounder for a long time before being able to get the right
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kind of help" (p. 29). In a study by Davis and Gavidia-Payne (2009), it was

primarily noted that professional support was discovered to be one of the
strongest contributors toward quality of life for families with disabilities.

While much of the literafure on families with disabled children took on
more of a negative outlook, studies concluding that, "Childhood illness and

disability is, perhaps, the most disruptive of family" (LeClere and Kowalewski,
1994, p.458), while other literature did just the opposite. Bayat's study Q0A7)

"...provides evidence that, despite extraordinary challenges faced by families of
children with autism, a number of these families show evidence of resilience" The
data from this study overwhelmingly support positive aspects of raising a child

with autism" (p.71l). Findings from this same piece of literarure reveal,
From data presented in this study, it is apparent that, unlike the popular
assumption that because of the major stressors of raising a child with a
severe disability such as autism, their families may not function at an

optimal level, some families of children with autism may be considered
resilient families, families who grow out of adversity strengthened, and

with

a more

positive outlook. Confirming the existing research on the

positive contributions of disability to the families, this study found that
either the family as a unit, or individuals within the family, often changed

for the better by having learned important lessons that rnight have lifealtering consequences for thern (p. 712).
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How Does SPD Affect the Schooling Process?
Ayres (2005) spoke to the impact that SPD has on schooling, remarking
that, "Educators often call reading, writing, and arithmetic the 'basics,' but

actually these are extremely complex processes that can develop only upon a
sfrong foundation of sensory integration" (p. I I ).

During school-age years, problems, which may arise if SPD continues to
manifest without treatment, are social issues, lack of esteem, lack of abilities,

feeling unsafe and misunderstood; leading to academic problems and lack of selfworth. Sensory integration has many functions; one being that it "...forms the
underlying foundation for academic learning and social behavior" (Ayres, 2005,

p.s).
In some instances, a child or adolescent's difficulties around SPD may not
manifest in the school setting because they can "hold it together." Once home,
they are in a comfortable, familiar place, and simply
a place that makes sense

"fall apart." The world is not

to individuals with SPD. For a child with SPD, "school

puts the child under a lot of stress, for he has to work harder to do the same tasks
as his classmates. Many children

with poor sensory integration feel helpless and

anxious in school" (Ayres, 2005, p. 11).

Accommodations can be put into place throughout a school day to
promote increased attention, focus, and academic achievement.

A student with

SPD may need to implement hand exercises before writing or activating a motor

skill to promote success. Some may want to use a weighted btanket during
seatwork help feel grounded and increase the level of focus. When seafwork isn't
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required, allowing a student to get up and move about the room may help to better
organize thoughts and information. Simply adapting things can make all the

difference. Implementing sensory integration interventions throughout school
systems would be a dream-come-true for many. Researchers Kruse, Elacqua, and

Rapaport (1998) comment on the importance of accommodations in the
classroom,

Difficulties due to not receiving requested accommodations included
added pressure, stress, and anxiety, which resulted in poor performance

for some students. The positive outcomes of receiving accommodations
included lowered stress and anxiety, feelings of confidence and selfesteem, enhanced understanding of course material, and better classroom

performance. (p. 297)

In addition to school accommodations, an individual with SPD may receive
additional services such as OT. There may even need to be a more direct
intervention to help in the development of their nervous system.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY
Qualitative Case Study
The research conducted for this case study uses a qualitative

methodological framework.
The term qualitative research encompasses several approaches to research
that are in some respects, quite different from one another. Yet all

qualitative approaches have two things in common. First, they focus on
phenomena that occur in nafural settings---that is, in the "real world." And
second, they involve studying those phenomena in all their complexity.

Qualitative researchers rarely try to simplify what they observe. Instead,
they recognize that the issue they are studying has many dimensions and
layers, and so they try to portray the issue in its multifaceted form. (Leedy

& Ormrod, 2005, p.

133)

This is a case study. "A case study may be especially suitable for Iearning more
about a little known or poorly understood situation" (Leedy
p.135).

& Ormrod,

A case study approach was used because it focuses on a unique

2005,
case

of an

individual labeled with SPD, a situation in which very little is known and is
poorly understood. According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005) "sometirnes
researchers focus on a single case. perhaps because

it's unique or exceptional

qualities can promote understanding or inform practice for similar situations" (p.
135). Leedy and Ormrod go on to explain that a case study is particularly useful to

learn more about an under researched, misunderstood situation. and how an

"l')
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individual can change or overcome situations over time, if proper interventions
are in place.

My research reveals the ins and outs of a unique individual who

had a complex

has

life experience.

Background Information

I am a special education teacher in a day treatment center, serving middle
and high school students on an individualized education plan (IEP), primarily

diagnosed with EBD. Many of the students enrolled in this day treatment center
have sensory processing issues to one extent or another. One student in specific,
Jamie, experiences life on the extreme end of the SPD continuum. Jamie was
referred to day treatment with a primary disability of EBD.
Previous to writing my thesis I had been acquainted with Jamie, a student,
as

I was his IEP case manager. When Jamie came onto my caseload, I was

simultaneously introduced to the intricacies of SPD.
Scheduling inten iews with Jamie had to be planned with corrsideration
and flexibility. Consideration as to the timing of the interviews in relation to
Jamie's other appointments or obligations where anxiety and exhaustion coexist.
The anticipation that Jamie's sleep schedule, or lack thereof, could be an obstacle

in his abiliry to follow through with our interviews. Jamie would kindly forewarn
that a phone call the night prior to our rneeting would be best practice to confinn
his attendance. Jarnie u'asnever sure. hourby hour, literally,

if

he was capable

of

executing the plan.
Jamie articulates his view of himself as a "metaphorical concept, housed

in some poor schlep of a human being." Jarnie expressed that much of the time he
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felt angry because doing things was hard; he felt sad because he couldn't do what
he was supposed to; he felt scared because he couldn't do what he needed to.

Jamie has experienced a large portion of life feeling confused and misunderstood.

He is constantly "on alert" as to the amount of stimulation he can tolerate, and
avoiding stimulation that is intolerable.
Among the various tests, assessments, and diagnoses that were given to
Jamie before the age

of

15, there was one assessment, in particular, assessing

Jamie for autism. It just so happened that this assessment included a subtest that

looks specifically at sensory processing. This is where awareness began, and from
here is where awareness began to grow.

Research Design and Data Collection

By means of interviews, participant observation, field notes, and

a

collection of written pieces authored by the focus of the study himself, I
conducted an in-depth study of SPD. more specifically a case sfudy, from the
perspective of an inspiring adolescent named Jamie. Audio/visual equipment,

including tape recorders serve as the primary instrument to capfure and record this
data. These interviews were audiotape recorded and transcribed to assure

accuracy.
These modes of data collection were utilized to gain insight into the

life of

an adolescent who is bombarded with stimuli to an extent of intemrpting "the

flow of life."
Prior to engaging in the research process, I obtained permission from the
CEO and executive director of the organization that oversees the day treatment
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center at which I am employed. Participants were verbally invited, and were asked

to sign a consent form stating the risk in their involvement and the anonymity of
their participation. The Institutional Review Board guidelines were adhered to
throughout the entire research process.

In-depth Interviewing
The primary means of data collection was through interviewing.

Interviews were conducted to gain insight into the world of living with SPD. Data
collection was implemented through engaging, inquisitive conversations. I sat

with Jamie on 4 separate occasions in an informal relaxed manner, at the day
treatment center where he was enrolled and I am employed. Over the course

of

these conversations, specific questions emerged, offering a more detailed view

into the life of an adolescent with SPD.
The style in which my interviews were conducted is officially termed indepth interviewing. "The hallmark of in-depth qualitative interviewing is learning
about what is irnportant in the minds of informants: their meanings! perspectives,
and definitions; how they view, categorize, and experience the

world" (Taylor &

Bogdan, I984^ p. 88). Interviews conducted were done so in a qualitative
interviewing type manner; Taylor and Bogdan (1984) describe this interview style
as'u. . . nondirective, unstructured, non-standardized, and open-ended

interviewirg" (p. 77), known
on to say,

as in-depth inten,iewing. The safite researchers go

"By in-depth qualitative interviewing we rlean repeated face-to-face

encounters between the researcher and informants directed toward understanding

informants' perspectives on their lives, experiences. or situations as expressed in
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their own words" $.77). My role as the interviewer is not only to acquire
answers to my queries, but to also have a knowing of what to ask and how to ask

it. Taylor & Bogdan (1984) furtlrer explain that, "Indeed, the relationship that
develops over time between the interviewer and the informant is the key to

collecting data" (p. 93).
There are

'0. .

.three closely related types of in-depth interviewing . . ."

(Taylor & Bogdan,1984, p. 78).The fype most reflecting my approach to indepth interviewing is the life history type. "In the life history, the researcher
attempts to capture the salient experiences in a person's life and that person's

definitions of those experiences" (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 78). A common
thread throughout the three types of in-depth interviewing is the rapport building
piece, and to develop an understanding into the informant's perspectives and
experiences. My data collection prosess extended over a one-year period of time.

By means of repeated contact over time, Jamie and I developed a rapport as I
developed greater insight into Jamie's perspectives and experiences living with
SPD.

Additional findings from Taylor and Bogdan (1984) indicate that in-depth
interviewing is an especially well suited approach when "...the researcher wants
to illuminate subjective human experience [and possibly] . . . challenge myths and
misconceptions" (p. 8l ). This thesis provides a stellar example of a particular

individual experiencing certain things and exactly what the life history researcher
is in search of. In exploration of what to do my thesis on, I soon realized that it
was right under my nose. SPD or symptoms thereof, were a cofitmonly present,
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ever surfacing element fcr many students on my caseload, with emotional
behavioral disorder (EBD). "In this kind of research informants are seldom

'found'; rather they emerge in the course of one's everyday activities. You just
happen to stumble across someone who has an

imporknt story to tell and wants to

tell it" (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 85). This could not better describe the
situation in which I stumbled across Jamie, who coincidentally had an important
story to tell and wanted to tell it.

"The qualitative interviewer has to find ways of getting people to start to
talk about their perspectives and experiences without structuring the conversation
and defining what they should say" (Taylor

& Bogdan, 1984, p. 89).

That being

said, the interview sessions unfolded into unstrucfured conversation, absent of any

influence defining what should be said or represented. By entering each interview
in an open minded yet focused fashion, and by strategically opening up each
interview with a question developed from the previous session's findings, I
proceeded with probing questions, comments, and remarks that further clarified
and elaborated on what he had already stated. This approach allowed Jamie the

opportunity for him to tell his story of success, despite what he and his family
were told; that it was too late for any course of action to decrease the lifeirnpacting effects of SPD on a lS-year-old. Jamie and his supports were unable to
sit contently without further explanation and exploration. Further inquiry led to

revealing discovery of identifyirrg and treating, to a more bearable level, the
effects of SPD on an adolescent labeled with EBD.

a
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Data Analysis
Upon completion of data collection, data analysis was to begin. The data
analysis process involves examining the data with a fine-tooth comb in search

of

revealing pattems and consistencies. These pafferns and consistencies are then
categorized, or structurally coded, into groups that most accurately reflect the

participant's experience. Themes that emerged through this analysis process
reflected that of Jamie's extreme frustration around not understanding what was
happening to him, due to the lack of a diagnosis and finding the root of the

problem. An additional theme that surfaced was the impact that SPD has on his

family. Another theme that developed was his schooling experience; the lack of
knowledge and understanding of SPD, and the absence of accommodations in
place for optimal functioning.
The data collected for this qualitative study was interpreted using

a

grounded theory approach. In a keynote address given by Kathy Charmaz (2004)
at the Fifth Intemational Advances in Qualitative Research Conference, Charmaz
states that, "Grounded theory refers to a set

of systematic inductive methods for

conducting qualitative research aimed toward theory development." Taking this
approach implies that my theory

will surface, develop

and build credibility as the

data is explored and interpreted. While engaged in a grounded theory study, one

must ask:

-Are

my conclusions grounded in my data'? The product of a grounded

theory study is the theory itself. Charmaz suggests that grounded theorists begin
interpreting data early on to aide in guiding the next logical step. Which direction

u,ill the next set of interview questions have to take? Will they embellish the data
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I've already analyzed and help to fill any gaps that may have developed? She goes
on to say,
Grounded theory directs researchers to take a progressively analytic,

methodical stance toward their work. As a result, they seek data that
permit them to gain a full view of the studied phenomena. Grounded
theory strategies foster gathering rich data about specific processes rather
than the general structure of one social setting. (Charmaz,2A04)
Jamie and I convened on four separate occasions for purposes of gathering
data through the in-depth interviewing process. These interviews took place at the

school where Jamie and I first became acquainted. The interviews varied in length

of time based on how much more in-depth the questions and answers guided the
interview, and however long Jamie could tolerate. In addition to the interviews

just mentioned, I also scheduled one interview with Jamie's OT at her place of
employment.

In the following section., you will witness the unfolding of Jarnie's life
trials and tribulations, discoveries and victories, while living with SPD. A glimpse
of an adolescent that experienced life in a constant state of "fight or flight" before
he was able to place a name on his experience. This revelation offered Jamie the
chance to wrap his brain around and make sense of all the nrind baffling, life

altering confusion that engulfed him on a daily basis.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS
Then, a high school adolescent...now, a young man; then, no voice,

fragile, misunderstood, misdiagnosed, frustrated. ..now, insightful, assertive, more
grounded, less frustrated, accurately diagnosed and medicated; then, anger,
aggression, extreme isolation...now, self-regulated, appropriate, involved and
invested. What a difference an accurate diagnosis, in conjunction with affective

intervention strategies and correct medications can make! This is exactly the case
for Jamie, a young man with SPD, with whom I engaged in conversation that
facilitated the development of my themes.
This chapter will portray his story, starting with a written piece authored
by Jamie himself. He wrote this originally as a petition to the Department of
Mental Health to include SPD as a diagnosis is the DSM. Jamie reveals his
experience with SPD and the process of understanding himself. Jamie expresses

how his anger, anxiety, and depression are rooted in the misunderstandings,
misdiagnosis, and inaccurate medication administered, in relation to SPD.

Throughout the interviews, Jamie made reoccurring references to himself,

literally, as a "fucking irritant" and an "inconvenience." especially to his family,
and all the patience and understanding they've withstood. He also spoke of the

many accolrlrodations needed for him to function day in and day out, both at
home and school. Jamie also emphasized the crucial role of his professional
support system, his OT in particular. in discovering and treating this systemic

condition of SPD.
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The Process of Understanding Himself
Jamie's vision is to see SPD as a diagnosis in the DSM. Jamie voiced, in
the interviews and written pieces, his concern regarding the absence of SPD as a
diagnosis in the DSM-IV. Because SPD is not in the DSM, the discovery of this
disorder took Jamie and his support system down a long bumpy road of detours
and dead ends before they reached that final destination of discovery. When Jamie

was seven days away from his l2th birthduy, he was referred to the day treatment

program where I was working, because of oppositional behaviors and peer

difficulties in his sixth-grade classroom. SPD never occurred to any of Jamie's
support system in large part because it was not in the DSM and it was not a well-

known condition anyone had ever learned anything about. An ideal starting point
to introduce Jamie, an adolescent with SPD, is through a piece written by him that
paints a detailed picfure of his experience with SPD by providing a chronological

outline of the first years of his life.
Ever since I was liule I have been shuttled around from doctor to doctor to
specialist to neurologist to hospital to doctor to oh you've got to be kidding
me, this guy couldn't help me the first time why am I seeing him again?
The following is a list of the diagnoses I received before I was fifteen.

ADD, ADHD, Odd Intermittent Explosive Disorder, Anger Managernent,
Bipolar Disorder, Depression, Generalized Anxiety Disorder (not
otherwise specified), and Asperger's Syndrome. I am *eoing to address

how these diagnoses were and were not true as regards to my Sensorry
Processing Disorder as well as how they carne about.
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Attention Deficit Disorder: I would sit in front of my homework for hours
and be totally unable to write a single word. This was due to rny

Nonverbal Learning Disorder and related dysgraphia, an impairment of

writing abilities. However, the sensory component came from the pencil
making a noise against the paper and the pain of holding the pencil after

a

certain period. I would develop a hruise. Even with those silly looking
grips, made so to prevent such a bruise. I'm not sure if being silly helped
keep the bruise smaller or what, but they just didn't help.

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder: Ditto. I assure you my
eloquence is totally unrelated to Sensory Processing Disorder. Bask in awe

of the glory it radiates like the sun itself.
Oppositional Defiant Disorder: Hoo man, this just... Wow. I don't even
have the words for why this is a stupid diagnosis. Ah. Here they are.

I refused to do things like write on the paper that made those terrible,
ghastly noises. To hold a newspaper that scratched and caused my skin to

crawl as dust settled on rny fingertips, requiring me to wash my hands
underwater that made my body feel out of whack because the rest of me
wasn't wet too. To allow my mother's kiss to stay on my cheek: not
because I minded her giving me a kiss, but because the indentation

it

caused would last for hours. Not two hours, mind you, hours and hours.

To spend my time in a classroom with other students because I was
worried they'd touched me or talk to me and the noise kept building and

building and building...
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Yeah. I'm real oppositional, Jamie, anthropomorphic personification

of

Anarchy itself. That's right. The honest truth is I am actually a
metaphorical concept, housed in some poor schlep of a human being.

Intermittent Explosive Disorder: Coincidentally, the massiveness of the
sensory input (in execution and

with similar results as the famed Chinese

water torture) caused me to become angry. Kinda like how when some
someone keeps poking you with a stick (metaphorical or otherwise) you

start screaming like a madman (metaphorical or otherwise).

Anger Management: I had no safe outlet with which to handle this input.
Save retreating and delivering excess feeling and energy to something

familiar like a game or television show. Controlled audio and visual input
easily adjusted at the push of a button.

I love technology. When this was

not available (say at school, for example) it often resulted in confronting
an elementary school or middle school teacher (all in public school?

coincidence? or a conglomeration of people who may or may not have at
one point sat on a stick?).

I was indeed not the soulless monster who came

from darkness itself that was cast out for being such an incredible bother
and decided to make its

living torturing poor, innocent sfudents.

Bipolar Disorder: I would switch between "Able to handle the torrent of
horrible, horrible stimuli" and "So numb and tired I believe I will fall apart

like some abused shoddily-crafted toy". Honestly, there is no way I can
comment on this one further. Even I'm not sarcastic enough to take this
one on
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Depression: I would become depressed by my inability to handle life and
the various, random assault from all sides by stimuli I could never hope to

control. Personally, I think this was quite understandable.
Ceneralized Anxiefy Disorder: I would become anxious at the thought

of

all that would come at me. There were people and words and sounds and
smells and touch and oh no I almost punched my own brother because he
gave me a big hug by surprise and now I'M FREAKING

OUT! Again, I

believe this was understandable.

Asperger's Syndrome: Okay, yeah, I'm withdrawn. And yeah, I have
trouble talking to people. And well, I am kind of obsessive about stuff. I
don't quite

fit the diagnosis, but it was close. And honestly, it

an okay diagnosis.

All of it that was easily

seems like

explained by Nonverbal

Learning Disorder, related anxiety, and Sensory Processing Disorder.

At no point was I ever, and I mean ever, diagnosed with any sort of
medical problem. It was always ASSUMED I had a mental problem, and I
do have several. And yet... regardless of the symptoms (I sfress the word
symptoms. I have symptoms like a quilt) I have previously explained in

this paper, there was very little that dealt with why. I felt angry because
doing things was hard, sad because I couldn't do what I was supposed to,
scared

I couldn't do what I needed to.

Yes, Sensory Processing Disorder is a function of the brain not developing
the proper response to stimuli. But it also deals with the peripheral
nervous system, manifests itself as anxiefy- (as the anticipation of all
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painful experiences do, I think) feelings of hopelessness, self-image
TSSUES

The point is, until I was

l3 no medical professional believed I had a

problem that could be helped. My appointments with what amounted to
quacks (yes, I am calling these people quacks and

if I remembered

a single

one of their names I'd give them to you so you could make sure they were

quacks without licenses) lasted for three sessions at the very most, and I
can only remember one time that ever happened. I was lucky to get two.

The common diagnoses, was "I've never seen anything quite like him.
He's very unique. And difficult. It's all very puzzhng. Did I mention I've
never seen anything like this before?" By the wny, this medical opinion is

roughly as useful to my parents as "the best color is yellow" when it came
time for them to do something.
Evenfually I got an advocate. And through what amounted to countless
sessions of me talking and talking and talking with this incredible

therapist; we started looking for what was wron-u with me. Since the
people previously talking with me lacked a professional courtesy to admit
they were totally useless and it took an expulsion to get me to a place
where help was coming. we were lucky enough to start totally fresh.

This advocate that Jamie speaks of was his therapist in the day treatment
center in which I was his academic or IEP case manager. She played

a

very significant role in the lives of Jamie and his farnily. She was the one
who spent long thoughtful hours researching and finding resources that
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eventually helped in discovering SPD and answered many of Jamie and
his fumily's questions. I speak more of her influence later in this chapter.

It took two years before my therapist was able to find somebody who had
heard of Sensory Processing Disorder, which

fit symptoms I presented.

I'm not entirely sure how long it took before she found the condition so
much as existed, but it took slightly longer for someone to explain to her
that no, regardless of what the professional quacks have said, it was indeed
treatable past the age of five. This is not a result of any laziness or
incompetence. She worked tirelessly; exhaustively searched through
whatever scrap of information she thought could help. No, this was the

direct result of something far worse: a lack of information from primary
sources in the psychiatric community, and a skeptic of some of something

that irrefutably exists. I dare you to rub some Kleenex in front of me and
see the reaction you get.

and

Tell me then, that this condition so many others

I suffer from isn't real.

This is a general, rough timeline of my life, understanding now the
existence of my condition.

Baby: Sweet. Loved to be held, cuddled, enjoying the warmth and the
pressure of another person holding me.

Toddler: Much the same, but frightened of new experiences due to the
increased awareness of self and others, as well as the possibility of new

stimuii.
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Small child: Attempted to do outdoor activities with limited success.
Exhausted each and every day, totally unaware as to why. Over stimulated
and unable to understand why, creating

a

juxtaposition of exhaustion and

inabilify to rest.
8-11: Progressively more angry as experiences grew greater, but still able
to make contact with a limited circle of friends. Probably the most
dramatic time period in my entire life.
I l-13: Isolated to a grand total of nrro people outside of school. How else
can you

limit your own input? Each day was

so exhausting.

I thought I

would break. Starting when I was 12,I was in a day treatment facilify.
13-14: No change, except I no longer spoke to people outside of my new
school (and only then during school hours).
14-15: Near the end of my 14th year, I broke. I could no longer handle the

daily stresses my body put me through. I slept in school, more and more,
missing classes and stopping my transition back to the mainstream school.

I began to grow unaware

as to when one day started and a new one began.

Eventually it no longer mattered; I had developed a sleep disorder.
Sleeping

for l2 hours, staying awake anywhere from

IB

to 48 hours. I

couldn't handle the normal rhythrn other people were in. I went to school
as best as

I could, because there's no point in spending the surn of my

existence alone (so they keep telling me).

Eventually, there was a wcek I no Ionger remember. My parents told me
about it. I did not see them for a week, sleeping, sleeping, and always
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sleeping. I would leave my tiny Fortress of Solitude, I assume, to have

leftovers from the kitchen and to use the bathroom. I could no longer
tolerate the feel of a hundred drops of water hifting my skin each second,
the sound of popping bubbles, the feel of the tub beneath me. I could not
bathe.

I was hospitalized in the youth mental ward after that week. Boy was that
ever a terrible idea. I missed eating food, and they would not bend on
when they gave it to me. They began waking me up after but a few hours

of sleep, even though I had been awake for fwo days straight. They would
not allow my parents to see me. I had no outlet for all the assault heaped
on my body or mind.

I was scared. Due to the problems at home, due to the fact that I could not
tolerate the day and all it brought, I would sleep during the day. Co on the

Intemet and watch old sitcoms (I have a beautifully encyclopedic
knowledge of Cheers and much of what transpired in AI1 in the Family
due to this. Never let it be said that

then sleep around seven o'clock.

I can't find the sunny side of the egg!),

All this happened during school. My

emotional problems, ffiy physical problems, they all
worse and
-erew
worse

I5-18: Man, that last entire paragraph made me feel bad. I wrote it. and it
made me feel bad" It happened to me. which makes

Luckily, it actually gets better.

it feel even worse.
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I was diagnosed with Sensory Processing Disorder due to the efforts of the
therapist I was fortunate enough to have connected with in day treatment,
and my parents. I met an occupational therapist, who actually did the

diagnosing. Incredibly patient, her, since quack medicine says I am a

horrible mess. I really am, but for totally different reasons than what

a

bunch of ducks in lab coats said.

During occupational Therapy, I began to use the swing, which helped me
feel balanced. I began to understand why auditory input was difficult for
me. Why tactile input is difficult. I began to have my arms massaged, rny
back rubbed, and started using a weighted blanket... And it's still going
on. So slow, so as to circumvent the effects of years of wiring telling me

all these things are pain. Pain like a punch but spread all over your body,
you feel queasy and shake and say "oh God I hope it's over, please..."
Because your mother just blew her nose. Because your brother just gave

you a hrg, even with the waming you need not to be shocked. Because

your dad patted your arrn.

All

this, I believe, could have been prevented long ago

if I had only known

when I was younger... the pain that could have been spared is magnitudes
higher than I am able to describe.

I am in summer school with rny therapist

as my teacher.

I do not have a

high school degree. I cannot drive. I cannot handle going to a party. I can,
however, hug my mom. write,

if I must,

on paper with a pencil.

cook for
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myself by following a recipe. Be awake during the day. Sleep a normal
amount what I imagine is at least 80 percent of the time.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, I am going to leave for my occupational
therapy appointment.

I'il leave you to your decision.

Jamie, Age 18

The Source and Impact of Conflict on Everyday Life
Jamie spent much of our time together talking about disruptions in the
home that he blames himself as the "inconveniencing culprit." Jamie has a strong
healthy relationship with his family. They have been a very supportive role in
Jamie's life, regardless of family conflict in relation to SPD. Conflict around

Jamie's mom insisting he play outside and Jamie wanting to play inside. He
describes:
She wanted me to go outside a

lot, I didn't like going outside. The

sunlight, the bugs, it bothered me. I liked it some. but I didn't like it that
much, and I would rather have been inside playing with the toys.
The

ffies of music

that could and couldn't be played in the house was

a

common point of contention, or when hugging could and couldn't be tolerated.
Jamie mentioned some of his experiences with his little brother. referencing these
as frequent and

irritating.

My little brother will come up and he rn ill joke and run at me and I don't
have the buffers for over stimulants, so
response

will

be that I

will punch,

if

he runs at nre, my irnrnediate

because I usually don't know what

I am

doing. This is why I warn him, if you don't stop running at rne onc of
these days you are going to get punched and

it won't really be my fault
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I will not feel very bad that you got punched because you have been

wamed now

fifty times.

The anxieties of anticipating and executing going to grandma's birlhday
parry, the varying challenges and particularities of eating dinner, unexpected
changes in routine, and isolating for days locked in the bedroom were all sources

of conflict within the family. The necessify to forecast and limit the rearranging of
furniture and other things in the house. Jamie shares:
When the house in general gets changed around, that bothers me a lot.
sense

My

of self is displaced. It extends roughly five feet or more around, in

any place I have spent a great amount of time. It gets to me and
suppose to be around it while

I am not

it's happening, and I'm supposed to be

informed before hand, explicitly what has changed.
He explains the conflict involved in the overwhelming and long lasting
effects on his sensory system after showering:

Basically, when I take a shower I am constantly bombarded with hundreds
upon hundreds of drops of water.. . . when I am in the shower I feel

a

constant state of stimulation... And then when I get out I go from that to

having a layer of dead skin on me that's no longer recognized as part of
me. just on top of me. Thousands upon thousands of little plates of skin,

just on me, it feels kind of like bugs, except they are not moving. It is
horrible.

Conflict didn't lirnit itself to the home; it spilled over into the school
environment as well. Jamie told me that he blocked out much of his elementary
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years because they were so extremely traumatizing. However, one instance Jamie

was able to recall was when he was arguing with his teacher about having to wear
glasses while reading. Jaime explains:

I wanted them off, they hurt. The teacher insisted on a note, but that made
no sense. I insisted I did not need a note to take the glasses off, they hurt! I
proceeded to take them off, the situation escalated, ffiy anger became

overwhelming, and I picked up a chair and threw it. The class Ieft the
room, I ended up barricading myself behind a stack of chairs, the police
were called, and my dad was called. Dad had to apologize for me because

I

saw absolutely no logic in saying that I was

sory if I really wasn't.

Jamie experienced similar situations like this during his elementary years,

until he was referred to the day treatrnent program, where I happen to be
employed, during his sixth grade year. When he came to us in sixth grade, he was
already classified EBD, and at that tirne it was a mystery to everyone why he
exploded, but he explains:

... people don't clinically

reco-Enize this [SPD].

I was I5 before people

knew, before I knew that I had this at all. Whether I knew this existed, and

not only that, and I wasn't sure if this was an issue of stupidity or
otherwise, I was told that I was too old to be helped, which was unpleasant
news, unpleasant to hear.

After I validated the unplcasantness of that news. he went on to say,
"...whatever treatments could be used to help lessen the symptoms...wouldn't
work because I was too old. I had to be four or five." I inquired further by asking
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if any follow-up reasoning was provided

"I don't know, I would only
a person at an

as to

why, and the vague response was,

be speculating that they were unfamiliar with helping

older age." When I asked Jamie to expound on that he said,

It's easier,

as far as

I know, to help when you are little; you are not as

developed, you are not used to building tolerance strategies and you are

not as defensive. And when you get older its slower [to manage
symptomsl, I think.
This disappointing news did not discourage Jamie or his family, it onty
made them more determined to find answers.

The Need for Accommodations

Making accommodations to lighten the impact of SPD on an individual
and their family is a necessary practice. Jamie talked a lot about the importance

of

having numerous accommodations in place to assist in his daily functioning.
Jamie shares:

Um, my brother is one of the most personal adaptations at home because
my brother, very nice, gets it like a brick. He loves contact, hugs, pats on
the shoulder, pats on the arm and a friendly punch... I spin around, fists up,
ready to attack something that, in my head has a knife. And so we had to

explain to him, thoroughly, and he actually understands what is wrong

with me relatively well, he did

a paper on

it for school. and he talked

about me.

Accommodations such as visiting a doctor's office days before the
appointment to familiarize himself with the new environment and new people, or
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wearing a hat in school to help feel grounded and organized, or bringi ng

a

weighted blanket into class in hopes that it would help him maintain in the
classroom for longer periods of time, or not involving anything truancy related
because school absentee was a direct result of his disability, or sleeping at school
as needed, or forecasting a change in events,

It [change]

just to name a few. Jamie explained:

gets to me, and I am supposed to be informed before hand,

explicitly what has changed...it's like I am not in the same place, and so I
get caught off guard. Do you know what a sucker punch is? It's where you
punch somebody and they have no idea it's coming. You punch them right

in the stomach and it hurts because they have no way to brace for impact.
Being I was Jamie's IEP case manager at the day treatment center, I was
aware firsthand that the accommodation section of his IEP was the lengthiest,
most detailed section than any other part of that document.

On several occasions during the interviewing process, when Jamie talked
about the multitudes of accommodations he needs, he frequently referred to

himself and his situation as inconvenient; inconvenient to himself and to others.
am in my room 98% of the time I am home...

All

"l

rny stuff is in there,my

weighted blanket and computer and TV." No wonder depression, anxiety. and
anger surface for one who feels they are an inconvenience to the world. It is

understandable how the syrnptoms of SPD are skewed to look like depression.
anxiety, ailger. opposition, ADHD, and all the other diagnoses Jamie "tried out"

down his long journey toward SPD. "Sometimes probleffrs . . . are not related to a
sensory integrative disorder. However, it is more common that a sensory
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integration problem does exist and that it is mislabeled, misunderstood, or missed

entirely" (Ayres et al., 2AA4, p. l9).
The Role Professional Supports Play

A typical intervention to SPD is occupational therapy, a resource that
Jamie and his family became invested in because he was crazily aware of the

small successes and relief it provided to his sensory system. Jamie's OT was

willing to participate in this study

as

part of the data collection interviewing

process. I asked her to start from the beginning; at that point she had worked with

Jamie for about two years. She was initially contacted by Jamie's day treatment
therapist who had called a variety of places and many therapists really only
specialized in children under

l0

and

ffiically

don't look at adolescence or adults

in the context of SPD. I naturally inquired as to why this was the case and she
went on to explain that the one cofirmon assessment tool, the sensory profile,
targets children age's three

to 10. She explains:

...a lot of therapists just deal in pediatrics, sometimes that is how the
facility has been set-up and the equipment that they have. You get into thar
middle school age and older and things become a little more complicated.
They become even more behavioral oriented. There is a direct correlation
between sensory process and problems and behavioral issues. Now, they
can be independent, but any time you have a sensory processing problem,
a behavior problem

will follow

because that is the persons' coping

mechanism for not being involved with something that creates anxiety,
creates more sensory problerns. more sensory problems creates pain and
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you know, that kind of thing. So, for adolescents and adults, it takes
different kind of equipment, different kind of approach, and sometimes it's

just about being stable.
She went on to say that at the

initial meeting with Jamie and his family,

they expressed a variety of problems that interfere with his interactions and daily

functioning. She said that generally speaking:
There are three very common things with sensory processing disorders
that affect the home. The first one is daily living and hygiene, self-care
situations. The other thing for sensory integration is that sometimes kids in
a little bit milder situations can hold

it together during school, it can be

hard, but then they get home and they have used so much energy to keep

themselves together that by the time they corne home they um... just fall
apart. So you can imagine this real dichotomy between the home situation
and the school situation and sometimes that becomes very problematic...

The other thing that can happen with family and comrnunity is that their

involvement in a variefy of things can be just so limited or skewed or
sffessful where, for many families going to a soccer game is viewed as fun
and recreation, but

if a child has sensory integration problems and/or

sensory problems, has

has

difficulty time being out in a crowd, orjust

watching the movement, you know, they may have to get babysitters or
make accoilImodations, I have worked with a lot of farnilies with kids,
even just mild difficulties, having a real hard tirne going on vacation,
because

it's

a whole new sensory and sleeping in a different bed and
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having their daily schedule change so much, that the kids just fall apart,
and what is suppose to be restful and helpful can be disastrous.

Jamie struggled being in the room with other people, he had difficulty

leaving the house, difficulty maintaining his self-care, his pain, and his
extreme reaction to touch. Initially, the goals developed for Jamie and his

family were for Jamie to be able to leave the house, to be more
comfortable around extended family, and to improve his study skills. In
fact, the occupational therapist mentioned that Jamie had just returned

after a six-month break in therapy and his specific goal upon return was to
be able to take a shower without "losing a day", and find ways to reduce

his pain in response to sensory integration. Taking a shower for Jamie was
a major event. Jamie tended to "shut

down" after experiencing the high

stimulation that showering would cause, having to then retreat under

a

weighted blanket and sleep for about a 24 hour period.
Because the goal of occupational therapy is to enhance participation in the

occupations of social interaction, self-care, learning, and playing activities.
many occupational therapists use a sensory-based frame of reference in
practice, posited on the hypothesis that remediation of SPD

will improve

occupational participation. (as cited in Schneider et a|.,2007 , p. 247)

I began to inquire about just that. Turns out Jamie often excluded himself;
not going out into the community, not attending school, and spending prolonged
amounts of time in the confines of his bedroom in the basement. She explains:
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Jamie needs to be able to have therapy teehniques in the touch/pressure
area of his skin, because that interferes so much with his interactions and

being around people, his self-cares and that is extremely difficult, we have
been doing the message a little bit, we really need to get back to that!

Other sensory processing, his movement,

if you notice he is very rigid in

how he walks and how he sits and different things, being able to process
and accept different movement experiences. We use five different swings,

in very short amounts, but we were showing progress in that arear and that
relates to just being in a comfortable environment and being able to do

functional tasks like de-escalating, you know the kinds of things you have
to do in the comntunity. The other thing that Jamie needs is work
specifically on activities; to get better at being able to plan, sequence,

follow through, and just be calm. He

has

just started in that area.

Since 2005, OT services have proven to be a success for Jamie. His

functional levels are much greater now through the use of therapy; showering is
easier, tolerating other people better, doing laundry, cooking, going out into the

community, and attending school. Things taken for granted by many, cause major
angst for others.

I asked Jamie about when there is a lapse in time without seeing his
occupational therapist, did he feel like he did a }ittle backsliding. His reply was.

"No, a lot!" I asked for an example of what he meant by that and he said, "It's
more difficult to touch people, than I was able to touch people to some degree
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before ." I continued by asking what

touch? He laughed and said,

Kim does with him to help him better tolerate

"I think its voodoo!"

Jamie emphasizes the impacting role of a teacher in a child's life.

"If

teachers were only trained to recognize symptoms of behavioral problems as
sensory-based versus purely emotional." Jamie views

it as, "...no different

as

first

aid training or a required child's psych college course." Jamie says with

conviction that, "Getting student into OT early will prevent the development of
unwiuranted anxiety, anger or hyperactivity, from creating distractions in school,
sfunting academic growth, and impeding emotional development." Jamie has
witnessed people with SPD unable to graduate high school, hold down

a

job, or

tolerate situations most take for granted, like heading to the mall. Jamie expressed
that, "Students entering kindergarten should be screened for signs of SPD.
Screening would cut back on the prolonged need of behavioral support for such
students, or the nrisdiagnosis and rnanifestation of psychological problems that

require school district intervention." Jarnie wrote a paper addressed to the school
district board where he resides, in hopes to advocate for those experiencing
similar to what he had. If only we could take a more proactive approach, the
results would impact and amaze many.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sensory processing is a complex neurological system in the brain that

comprehends stimuli from our surrounding environments; making sense of what
is happening in the world around us and inside ourselves. It is the mechanism the
nervous system uses to understand, accept, and coordinate sensory information
that our bodies receive throughout the day. Optimal sensory processing allows an

individual to accurately interpret and respond to sensory stimuli. The disruption of
the sensory processing system, SPD, is a condition in which the natural process

of

taking in or receiving stimuli from your surroundings and body are intemrpted
due to a neurological impairment of the processing system. SPD and its symptoms
can cause confusion, disruption, and distress. SPD is known to have an adverse

affect on learning, behavior, skill development, and social interactions.
This study was set out to explore the effects of SPD intervention on an
adolescent labeled with EBD. This chapter

will begin with a restating my

proposed theory, then a concludiog reiteration of themes that emerged during the
research process, and close with recommendations and possible future trends
based on the findings of this study. The ultimate question that drives this research

is, "Can SPD be recognized during adolescence for treatment to successfully

impact intervention?" The results of this study strongly suggest that the ultimate
answer is yes. Ideally detected early, but not crucial for trcatment purposes.
Current research in child developrnent supports the idea that early

inten'ention critically impacts the trajectory of development in multiple areas.
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Through our current knowledge of neural development and neuroplasticity, we
also know that while early development is important, the brain continues to

develop into adulthood. This has implications in that therapy techniques using
sensory integrative principles can be beneficial throughout life and can be applied

to persons with varying diagnoses and challenges" (Ayres,2005, p.

l7l).

Therefore, my proposed theory is that an individual's SPD does not need
to be detected early to achieve optimal ffeatment and intervention. Jamie's story,

told in the previous chapter, provides substantial evidence that supports my
proposed theory.

Ongoing Challenge
Identifoing and comprehending everything involved with SPD is
challenging. Jamie's story speaks to these challenges in instances where he was
misdiagnosed and wrongly medicated numerous times, not able to find answers to
the unknown confusion. Jamie was labeled

with

I different

diagnoses before he

turned age fifteen. one reason behind the confusion in identifi,ing SPD is that
SPD is not an official diagnosis in the DSM. "Correct diagnosis is important for
successful treatment outcomes" (Stagnitti, 1999, p. t 8a). SPD is not clinically
recognized as a stand-alone diagnosis, but rather common symptoms of other
diagnoses such as autism, oppositional defiance, or ernotionally and behaviorally

disabled. As a result, the occurrences of misunderstandings are too high in
frequency. These aforementioned occurrences have a great impact on the basic

functioning of life. Peters and Henderson (2008), stare that:
From a practical viewpoint, one of the rnost difficult issues to deal with
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relates to the way overlap between conditions is dealt with in DSM-IV.

...thus, when a child presents with a complex set of signs and symptoms
that cannot be subsumed under a single DSM code, or conversely seems to

lie on the fringe of several diagnostic categories, the question of which
category or 'box' to place the child into can be difficult to deal with

(p.eB)
Jamie's petition, included in the previous chapter, to include SPD as a

diagnosis in the DSM is testimony to the impoftance of greater recognition. This

petition was multifaceted in its function because it also served as a form of
helping Jamie to understand himself, describing in great detail his experience and
his process of coming to terms with trying to comprehend SPD. His story
emphasizes how anger, anxiety, and depression are greatly linked to the

misunderstandings, misdiagnosis, and misguided treatment. "studies are
underway to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of the impairment, to define the

phenotypic characteristics of the disorder, to discriminate the disorder from other
developmental disorders, e.g., ADHD and autism, and to evaluate the
effectiveness OT services..." (Schaaf

& Miller, 2005 p.

147). Jamie's story

provides evidence that a diagnosis caters profound relief, as if a great burden were

lifted; feeling validated when a name is matched to

a

previously confusing and

vague condition.

The Significant Role of Occupational Therapy
Another systemic problem that can delay a consensus around SPD is
"...that the science of OT is relatively new compared to fields such as psychology
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and medicine with longer traditions of research and trained scientists" (schaaf and

Miller,2005, p. Ia6). I anticipate that OT will continue to gain the recognition it
deseres as a more solid foundation is built in its research and science. *'As the
number of occupational therapists with doctoral level fraining increases, the

availability of research scholars who can implement independent research grows,
and the funding for this type of research is expanded, new research to facilitate
consensus

will expand" (Schaaf and Miller, 2005, p.la6).

Occupational therapy is the primary means of treatment for SPD, and

intervention is finally beginning to get the recognition it deserves. A common
intervention prescribed through OT is a "Sensory Diet". This approach seeks to
regulate ones' sensory system. Schaaf and Miller (2005), recognize that,

"Occupational Therapy with a seflsory integration approach...is designed to guide
intervention for children who have significant difficulty processing sensory
information, which restricts participation in daily life activities" (p. 143). Jamie's
testimony reflects the positive results that an OT intervention can provide for
those with SPD. These results have made

life functioning manageable for Jamie.

Prior to finding the root of the problem, Jamie experienced life through the lenses

of heightened confusion, discomfort, and fear. The OT field is expanding in
general, but more specifically with SPD treatment and intervention as a more
cCImmon practice.

Dr. Jean Ayres, an OT and theorist during the 1970s, saw the connection
between developrnent and brain functioning. Dr. Jean Ayres is a name you

will

find closely linked to this topic, due to the fact that she coined the term SPD.
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Dr. Ayres's identification and elaboration of the important role that
sensation and opporhrnities for mastery of the physical environment have in

development are among her greatest contributions. Promoting sensory integration

for successful and satisfoing participation in a lifelong occupation is an important
goal for anyone concerned with the growth, development, and well-being

of

children (Ayres,2005, p. 171).
During my research, reference was made to what Dr. Ayres had told
young therapists working in conjunction that:
...she envied this group of young therapists because they would witness

many exciting scientific findings, and she believed these findings would impact

intervention in exciting ways. With this statement she imprinted in these
therapists a desire to venture into research and the optimism that research would

positively affect the fufure of practice (Ayres,2005, p. 181).
When Jamie spoke of his personal experience with OT, he remarked that,

"Luckily, it actually gets better. I met an occupational therapist, who acrually did
the diagnosing. Incredibly patient, her, since quack medicine says I am a horrible,

horrible mess. I really am, but for torally different reasons than what a bunch of
ducks in lab coats said." Jamie continued further by providing a more detailed

picture saying that,
During Occupational Therapy, I began to use the swing, u,hich helped me
feel balanced. I began to understand why auditory input was difficult for
me. Why tactile input is difficult. I began to have my anns massaged, my
back rubbed, and started using a weighted blanket... And it's still going
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on. So slow, so as to circumvent the effects of years of wiring telling me

all these things are pain. Pain like a punch but spread all over your body,
you feel queasy and shake and say'Oh Cod I hope it's over, please'...

I believe because OT was the primary resource in treating Jamie's SPD symptoms,
the role that the OT played was substantial, and was proven to be the answer for
Jamie.

Ongoing Conflict

A common theme that emerged was Jamie's frequent reference to himself
as an

irritant that caused conflict within him and with others. This conflict did not

contain itself to one particular environment, but rather carrying over into the
classroom, the communify, and in his home and family life. Jamie spent much

of

our time together telling me stories of the different instances of conflict that
occurred between him and his immediate family when it came to interactions and
touch, making reference to when his little brother approaches he shared, "...he

will joke and run at me and I don't have the buffers for over stimulants..." or
when deciding what to do during play time, Jamie's mother would strongly
suggest going outside. Jamie's response to that was) "...I

didn't like going outside.

The sunlight, the bugs, it bothered me." or the forecasting of any furniture that
was rearranged in the house, because

if it wasn't,

he explained that,

"My

sense

of

self is displaced." and not to mention that family outings frequently involved

conflict to one extent or another due to unfamiliarity and change in routine.

A resolve that Jamie mentioned in relation to SPD, and the conflict it was
capable of producing, could be counteracted with the accurate placement

of
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accorlmodations. Throughout the process of in-depth interviewing, Jamie made
several references for the need to make accommodations throughout his day and
across environments in order for him to better function. Accommodations such as

having to visit the doctor's office prior to his appointment so as to know what to
expect, isolating in his bedroom for extremely extended periods of time after

taking a shower under a weighted blanket for self- regulating purposes, the
forecasting of events or a slight change in routine, no touching without fair

warning, preferential seating, and an alternative to paper pencil classwork. These
are only a handful of the acconunodations that Jamie must apply to his daily life

to help him manage the effects of SPD.
Jamie experienced conflicting situations frequently, until he was referred
to the day treatment progrcm, where we first met, during his sixth grade year.
When he came to day treatment, he was already classified EBD, and at that time it
was a mystery as to why Jamie exploded, but he explained that:

... people don't clinically recognize this [SPD]. I was l5 before people
knew, before I knew that I had this at all. Whether I knew this existed, and not

only that, and I wasn't sure if this was an issue of stupidity or otherwise, I was
told that I was too old to he helped, which was unpleasant news, unpleasant to
hear.

After I acknowledged how unpleasant and frustrating that must have been,
he went on to say,

".. -whatever treatments could be used to help lessen the

symptoms...wouldn't work because I was too old. I had to be four or five." When

I asked if any follow-up explanation was given as to *hy, Jamie's vague response
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"I don't know, I would only

be speculating that they were unfamiliar with

helping a person at an older age." When I asked him to tell me more about that he
said,

It's easier,

as far as

I know, to help when you are little; you are not as

developed, you are not used to building tolerance strategies and you are not as
defensive. And when you get older its slower [to manage symptoms], I think.

This disappointing news did not discourage Jamie or his family, it only
made them more determined to find answers. The answers that Jamie and his

support team have found, has influenced my conclusion that through extensive
data collection, I have discovered that regardless of any previous diagnosis or age

of an individual, SPD can be recognized and treated by a prescribing OT, to
decrease symptom impact and increase daily functioning. There is help and there

is hope for Jamie and others that experience SPD. I am hopeful knowing that:

New research with stronger empirical standards is forthcoming. We are on
the cusp of an explosion of knowledge in this area providing rigorous

scientific data to move the field forward. Scientists and practitioners alike
must promote research that leads to better diagnosis and effective

interventions, improving the lives of children and their families (schaaf
and

Miller, 2005,

p.

la7).

Recommendations
Based on research and data collected, themes that emerged, and resulting
conclusions, I want to first recommend that a gteater exposure of SPD be
implemented. An increased exposrrre from the acadernic institutions of pre-sen,ice
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teachers in special education about SPD is essential. The provision of information

to students and family mernbers on the colnmonality of SPD and the effects it has
on the students with whom they

will work would

be helpful to students

and the family members who are supporting them. Increased exposure

with SPD

will

also

serve as a means to greater consensus around considering the inclusion of SPD as
an

official diagnosis in the DSM. More exposure of SPD would help to inform

families that seek resources and offer supports to find them more readily.
Another strong recommendation I'd like to make is that there be a broader
irnplementation of accommodations. Making accommodations to lighten the
impact of SPD on an individual and their family is a necessary practice. One
accommodating instance Jamie refers to his brother. He shares:

Um, my brother is one of the most personal adaptations at home because
my brother, very nice, gets it like a brick. He loves contact, hugs, pats on the
shoulder, pats on the arm and a friendly punch... And so we had to explain to him,

thoroughly, and he actually understands what is wrong with me relatively well, he
did a paper on it for school, and he talked about me. Generally speaking, the
accommodations that Jamie has in place for him to function at an optimal level
are across seftings: home, school, and community.

ln addition to the various

accoilrnodations already mentioned in this chapter. I want to highlight more
specifically, the importance of classroom accornu'rodations. As a special education
teacher, I have implemented something as simple as softer lighting, and allowing
a student to pace or move about the room durin-{ instructional time. It's these

little

things that make a huge difference to help a student self- regulate and therefore,
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better able to learn. I am especially an advocate of these types of accommodations

with my coworkers. We've seeil the positive results throughout the population of
students with varying labels

tlat

we teach.

I would also like to recommend that individuals, institutions, and the
communiry-at-large work hard at listening to the voices of students with whom
they come in contact, attempting to probe beyond the surface of what they think
the issue is when first coming into contact with an individual who shows
symptoms of SPD. Listening

to-and validating

the experiences of-students are

essential to good teaching practices and in working together with students and

family members.
On a final note, this study contributes to the needed exposure for expanded
studies and assessment of the effects of OT intervention on an adolescent

with

SPD. Although the study of SPD could be considered as still in its infancy stages

of discovery and implertentation, the findings I have reached can only be an
additional benefit to the pool of already existing information. This study has
demonstrated the value in accurate diagnosis and OT intervention, even during
adolescence, of an individual

with SPD. Ideally, these findings can further

influence greater application of knowledge around SPD.
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CHAPTER SIX
SELF REFLECTION
Keeping in mind that "discovery is never complete", ffiy awareness of this
has increased, more specifically, throughout writing this thesis. Generally

speaking, I hope to apply this concept of "continuing discoveries" throughout my
experiences and interactions in different facets of life, but again, more specifically

now to the concept of ongoing discoveries around SPD. I have come to a point
where I want to take advantage of my passion and knowledge, and make

a

conscious effort to learn and reflect on how I can make a difference in the life

of

someone experiencing SPD. Upon entering the field of teaching and special

education, a somplete mind shift, tolerance shift, and response shift have occurred

within. During my experience I have learned to become compassionate, remain
open minded, build relationships and trust, make individualized accommodations,
and offer student participation in making choices, all of which should come into

play when working with people with SPD. Historically, the list of things I just
mentioned played little to no role in teaching or learning. More recently, the
development of relationships, providing individualized accommodations, and

allowing student's choice are successful alternatives in teaching and learning. I
have personally experienced special education throughout my school-age years

with an IEP including accommodations. Therefore, I arn "ultra-alert" if you will,
to the importance of plans and accommodations. I expect that rny personal
schooling experience in special education will have an impact on the compassion
and understanding I bring to the classroom.
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I am discovering now with an increased awareness, that the students with
severe EBD, with whom I work have a spectrum of "sensory needs" that need to
be met. Sensory needs such as deep pressure to help remain focused; access to a

weighted blanket as an accommodation to help stay seated and in place; the

opportunity to walk or pace the classroom because it is helpful in regulating your
sensory needs; or a special place away when feeling over-stimulated by natural

environmental surroundings to regroup (which oddly enough helps with learning,
retaining, and retrieving information). This is a relatively new and abstract
concept which offers an alternative approach to positively affect students and

their abilities to function more fully at school, home and within the community. I
want to continue to discover how to better accommodate students, as well as
explore how students are affected and/or cope at school, in their homes, and in the

community. I would also like to help serve as a resource for such individuals in
need.

Through this process of research and writing, I have applied newly
acquired knowledge and have witnessed the positive effects that come from

manipulating various sensory stimuli within my classroom" Providing soft lighting
instead of florescent lighting creates a more relaxed environment.

Allowing

students to have a fidget toy like silly putfy or cushe balls at their desks has

helped students to remain engaged for longer periods of time. Offering "sensory
breaks" where sfudents are excused to wrestle with and throw around an oversfuffed large pillow to help regain focus and maintain in the classroom. Typically

I would have had

a

difficult time understanding and believing all this to be true, if
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I hadn't been engaged in this topic, witnessed with my own eyes, and spoken to
occupational therapists about this approaching reatization of students' sensory
needs, and been informed by the students themselves in

advocating for what works.

identiffing and
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